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"The meeting of two personalities is like the contact of two chemical
substances; if there is any reaction, they are both transformed."
Carl Jung, Psychologist
"When a man sits with a pretty girl for an hour, it seems like a minute. But let him
sit on a hot stove for a minute and it's longer than any hour. That's relativity."
Albert Einstein, Scientist
"Thought processes and quantum systems are analogous in that they
cannot be analyzed too much in terms of distinct elements, because the
'intrinsic' nature of each element is not a property existing separately
from and independently of other elements but is, instead, a property
that arises partially from its relation with other elements."
David Bohm, Quantum Physicist
“Marriages are so complex. There are variables in both parties. It’s not just
one innocent person bouncing off the incalcitrance of another. It is two moving
objects bouncing off each other. It’s the uncertainty principle. It’s the quantum
mechanics relationship. It is the dance of atoms and forces and fields and two
jumbles of psychological parts acting, reacting, interacting with each other.”
Excerpt from a therapist’s notes
“There’s a zzzzzt, zzzzzt, zzzzzt, that happens between men and women.”
Male client

“If people do not believe that mathematics is simple, it is
only because they do not realize how complicated life is.”
John Von Neumann, Mathematician
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Introduction
Have you noticed how often science terms show up when we talk about
relationships? If not, let me help. Each of the following phrases has at least one
science term in it. How many can you identify?
You look radiant tonight.
Our arguments generate more heat than light.
You have a reactive personality.
I’m having a meltdown.
The nuclear family is dead.
Our fusion is leading to confusion.
They are such a dynamic couple.
She’s so magnetic!
The chemistry between us isn’t so good.
Nagging sends me into orbit.
The spark in our marriage is dead.
What’s the DNA of our relationship?
Join me in the bonds of holy matrimony.
My stress is past the breaking point.
Opposites attract.
Quit throwing your weight around.
Stop using the kids as leverage.
Do I look heavy to you?
I feel disconnected.
Quit giving me static.
I wish he were more grounded.
Our relationship is super charged.
He sucks the oxygen out of the room.
I feel distant from you.
You drain my energy.
Let’s take things slow.
Don’t force me to do what I don’t want to do.
That comment was so random!
The fall-out from the affair was devastating.
Stop being so negative; be positive!
Anger nuked that marriage.
The tension was so thick you could cut it with a knife.
I hope we can get on the same wavelength.
She just threw her wedding ring into the supercollider atom-smasher.
Physics is the branch of science that measures motion, waves, temperature, matter,
atoms, time, space, speed, and the universe. The easy stuff. Couples therapy is the
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branch of psychology that measures compatibility, harmony, intimacy, emotional
connection and a sense of loving and being loved. The hard stuff.
In this book I merge physics with couples therapy to introduce what I call the
Quantum Couple.
People used to believe that time and space were fixed like concrete. Then along
came math, electron microscopes, X-ray machines, and super telescopes and now
everything is relative on both the subatomic and astrophysical levels. Scientists
claim that in theory we can put thirteen eggs into a twelve slot egg carton without
breaking any eggs and without changing the shape of the carton. That is quantum
mechanics.
Couples used to believe that roles in marriage were fixed like concrete. Then along
came equality, charity, and human rights and now everything is relative on the premarital, marital, and cohabitation levels. Couples claim that in theory we can put
thirteen eggs into an egg carton with the understanding that they'll both clean up
the mess. That is a quantum couple.
What follows are analogies between marriage and the weird and wonderful world of
quantum physics, with a good dose of biology, chemistry, and math thrown in for
fun.
No prior scientific knowledge is necessary to read this book. I will simply describe
scientific theories that illustrate common relationship dynamics. I offer no laws of
relationships based on science. This is not The Secret, What The Bl**p, or some new
age mumbo jumbo. I use science merely to highlight various aspects of relationships.
It is of course dangerous to use science to illustrate anything because scientific
knowledge is constantly changing. If Copernicus was wrong and the earth really is
at the center of the universe, or if Einstein was wrong and things aren’t as relative
as we’ve been told, or if witch doctors, astrologers, and shamans are correct then
this book will implode into a black hole.
Until that happens, we can still benefit from scientific terms to learn more about
what makes relationships tick. Or, to use a less Newtonian clockwork allusion, find
out what makes couples quantize.
Erik Johnson
Bellingham, 2014
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Illustrations From Physics
Stress. Stress happens when force exerts pressure on an object. Stress happens in
relationships when one spouse puts pressure on their mate for more sex, less sex, no
sex, fun sex, angry sex, guilt sex, obligation sex, or comfort sex. Marriage myth: “I
will have a stress free marriage.”
Quantum entanglement. Two subatomic particles thousands of light-years apart
can instantaneously respond to each other’s motions. Scientists have observed this
phenomenon at the particle level and have produced the effect with linked
superconductors. Relational entanglement means partners thousands of miles apart
will know when the other is cheating on their diet, over spending, or flirting. Really
entangled couples catch each other lying when they deny doing such
things. Marriage myth: “What my partner doesn’t know won’t hurt a thing.”
Atoms. On the quantum level atoms pop in and out of existence in puzzling ways.
In relationships reason and emotion pop in and out of existence in puzzling ways.
Marriage myth: “My partner will be 100% predictable, just like me.”
Flotation. In fluid mechanics corks float. The only way to keep them submerged is
to hold them down manually, add weights to them, or freeze them under water. In
relationships problems float to the surface. The only way to prevent this is
to suppress them (not always healthy), weigh your partner down with shame (very
unhealthy), or freeze the relationship (most unhealthy). Marriage myth: “Ignoring
problems will make them go away.”
Sympathetic resonance is a harmonic phenomenon wherein a formerly passive
string or vibratory body responds to external vibrations to which it has a harmonic
likeness. Unsympathetic resonance is when a passive spouse catches hell for not
mowing the lawn like they said they would. Marriage myth: “I am autonomous,
independent, and free to loaf away every Saturday.”
Temp. A temperature is a numerical measure of hot and cold in a body that is in its
own state of internal thermal equilibrium. A temper is what you get when you leave
crumbs on the counter, socks on the floor, and trash in your partner's car.1 Marriage
myth: “The high tolerance and cool tempers we have during our engagement will
last forever.”
Fusion. When physicists merge atoms—fusion—there are huge reactions. When
couples merge there are huge reactions—kids, fun, companionship, partnership,
bills, legal contracts, and disputes over how to load a dish washer. Marriage myth:
“Getting married while drunk in Vegas is no big deal.”
1

See Appendix A for the relationship between heat and anger.
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Bonding. When electron atoms bond there's an atomic bond. When two people bond
there's a friendship bond, marriage bond, and maybe even a savings bond. Marriage
myth: “Are you free this weekend? Let’s get hitched. What was your name again?”
Fission. When physicists split atoms—fission—there are huge reactions. When
couples split there are huge reactions—separate beds, separate homes, and
weekend visitation schedules. Marriage myth: “If we don’t get along we’ll go our
separate ways peacefully. Piece ‘o cake!
Motion. When change in proximity occurs between two objects it’s called motion.
When change in expectations, promises, values, goals, or habits occurs between two
partners it’s called emotion. Marriage myth: “Putting an e in front of motion will be
entertaining and fun!”
Solidity. Tables feel solid because the swirling atoms in our hand bump into the
swirling atoms of a table. Relationships feel solid when one’s swirling emotions,
tastes, preferences, and points of view bump into their partner’s. Marriage myth: “I
will be rigid, my partner will be flexible, and they will like it.”
Force. What happens when an immovable object runs into an unstoppable force?
Nobody knows because it's a hypothetical thought experiment. What happens when
an immovable mate runs into an unstoppable partner? Everybody knows because
they watch Divorce Court on TV. Marriage myth: “My partner likes it when I’m
pushy, dogmatic, and resolute in my beliefs, behaviors, and opinions.”
Energy. Matter turns into energy, energy turns into matter. Sex turns into
children, children turn into energy. Marriage myth: “Dogs are too difficult to raise
so let’s have kids.”
Vacuum. Nature abhors a vacuum. So do many spouses. Marriage myth: “There
are pink chores and blue chores and in an equal marriage my partner will do both.”
Mechanics. Newtonian mechanics refers to the predictable transfer of forces and
the response of matter to those forces. Newton’s universe was predictable, fixed, and
precise. Quantum couples recognize the unpredictable transfer of forces in a
marriage and their partner’s response to those forces. Marriage myth: “Our
relationship will never suffer from indeterminacy, unpredictability, or
spontaneity.”
Inertia. In physics matter manages its energy with momentum, inertia, or
conservation. Quantum couples manage their energy by balancing input and output.
Too many inputs and a couple gets stressed, overwhelmed, and stimulus overload.
Too much output and a couple gets exhausted, depleted, and depressed. Marriage
myth: “My partner will love doing all the rowing in this relationship while I go
along for the ride.”
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Heat. In physics temperature determines the quality of a thing. In marriage the
emotional temperature determines the quality of the relationship. Marriage myth:
“I can ignore my spouse when they say, ‘You're cold toward me,’ ‘I am burning with
rage,’ or ‘I'm as cold as ice.’”
Action-reaction. Newton said, "For every action there's an opposite and
equal reaction." In conflicted relationships, "For every action there's an opposite and
equal over-reaction." Marriage myth: “I over-react because I’m responsible. My
partner over-reacts because they’ve got issues.”
Equilibrium. Two paddlers in a canoe balance each other out. If one leans to the
left the other compensates by leaning to the right. In a relationship two people
balance each other out. If one gets too harsh with the kids the other gets soft. If one
gets too soft the other gets harsh. Marriage myth: “I will stand up and rock the boat
and shout, ‘I am the only one who can save us!’"
Heat death. Heat death is a historically suggested ultimate fate of the universe in
which the universe has diminished to a state of no thermodynamic free energy and
therefore can no longer sustain processes that consume energy including
computation and life. Heat death in a relationship occurs when one partner freezes
while the other sweats. Marriage myth: “Our two bodies have become one and I
want it to sweat.”
Reactors. Atoms get smashed in nuclear reactors. Couples get smashed by spousal
reactors. Marriage myth: “I don’t know the meaning of a calm response.”
Relativity. It is predicted the sun will become a red dwarf or black hole in several
billion years. The quantum couple realize it’s not worth squabbling over minutia.
Marriage myth: “If my spouse doesn’t wipe their feet it’s a deal breaker.”
Quantum Field Theory. The closer we get to atoms the more we realize solid
matter dissolves into a vibration of field energy. Waves and particles are governed
by chance, not causality. The closer we get to the heart of quantum couples the
more we realize bodies, souls, minds, budgets, kids, and crumbs on the counter
dissolve into a vibration of emotional energy. Decisions are governed by
unpredictable endorphin drenched wants, needs, desires, and whims of fancy, not
rational thought. Marriage myth: “I want a spouse who thinks like a computer
game with predictable rules.”
Chain reactions. A chain reaction is a sequence of reactions where a reactive
product or by-product causes additional reactions to take place. Quantum couples
know that positive and negative feedback leads to a self-amplifying chain of events.
Marriage myth: “A friend says something nasty and I take it in stride. My spouse
says the same thing and I explode!”
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Retrograde motions. Mars looks like it moves backwards across the night sky for
the same reason fence posts look like they’re moving forward then backward in
relationship to oncoming traffic. Drivers headed south observe cars coming north
both in relationship to a fixed fence post. Quantum couples know each other has
retrograde emotions that look like they’re moving backwards. In reality everyone’s
emotions are in motion and it’s hard to find a fixed spot of absolute stability.
Marriage myth: “Somebody in this relationship moved and it wasn’t me!”
Pauli repulsion. Everyone knows fermions are unable to share the same space the
way bosons can. Quantum couples respect each other even when they speak
gibberish. Marital myth: “If I don’t understand it, it’s not important.”
Superstring Theory. This is an attempt by brainy theoretical physicists to find
the ultimate design of the universe which combines gravity, celestial mechanics,
acoustics, heat, optics, electricity, magnetism, radioactivity, weak and strong
nuclear forces. Marital myth: “Balancing the checkbook is too hard so you do it!”
Variable velocity. If you look out a 400th story window and see a brick falling past
at 80 miles per hours, and if you jump out the window and chase the brick, the
closer you get to the brick the slower it falls in relationship to you. Quantum
couples know the power of moving in sync with their partners. Marriage myth: “The
more I exercise control the more influence I have over my partner.”
Black holes. There is such an enormous amount of mass in concentrated matter in
a black hole that not even light escapes its gravitational pull. Marital myth: “I can
pout my way to controlling this marriage. My martyrdom is so strong nothing
escapes its gravitational pull.”
Waves. Scientists are adept at identifying the waves in light, sound, pendulum
motions, oscillations, modulating, oscilloscopes. Quantum couples are adept at
identifying life cycles of depression, mania, ovulation, energy, and seasonal moods.
Marital myth: “If feel bad I will always feel bad.”
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Illustrations from Math, Optics, Biology, and Chemistry
Zeno’s paradox. Ancient philosophers debated the validity of change and motion
by posing puzzles about runners who can never catch tortoises in a race. Marriage
myth: “If I try hard enough I’ll change my partner from chronically late to punctual,
from preternaturally messy to tidy, and from being an emotionally unavailable
lunkhead to a romantic dynamo.”
Infinity. A scientist could cut a chunk of matter in half forever if she had a knife
small enough. Since kitchen knives are too big she’ll use rays, atoms, and protons to
bump and divide and separate sub atomic particles. She could also multiply a
number by two forever and never reach the end. This is the world of infinity. A
quantum couple realizes life is too short to be bothered by unending questions.
Marriage myth: “Unanswered questions trigger my anxiety and I will not rest until
you tell me why did what you did in terms I accept.”
Triangles. In topography triangulation occurs when locating an object in three
dimensional space: longitude, latitude, height. In relationships triangulation occurs
when a third party—parent, child, friend, or "other" upsets the equilibrium of a
twosome. Marriage myth: “Two's company, three's a treat.”
Color. The colors in a beam of light are evident through the lens of a prism. The
variety of emotions in a relationship are evident through the lens of
empathy. Marriage myth: “I want to know what my partner is feeling so I’ll beat it
out of them.”
Light. There is ambiguity in the nature of light. Is it comprised of particles or
waves? Scientists say both! There is ambiguity in the nature of relationships. Is it
comprised of logic or emotion? Experts say both! Marriage myth: “My logical way of
seeing the world is the only way of seeing the world,” or “My emotional way of
seeing the world is the only way of seeing the world.”
Vision. There are blind spots on our retinas but our minds fill in the gaps from
visual memory. There are blind spots on our memories but our partners will fill in
the gaps from their memory. Marriage myth: “I not only expect my partner to
remember what they said that hurt me 14 years ago, I expect them to like it when I
remind them of it again, and again, and again.”
The butterfly effect. Little things make a big difference. A butterfly that flaps its
wings in China leads to a blizzard in New York. We can’t predict the outcome of
wars, weather, or Wall Street because there are millions of variables, too many
complexities obeying unknown laws or no laws at all. Marriage myth: “I want a risk
free life so I think I’ll get married.”
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Lenses. Looking through a green lens colors everything green. Quantum couples
know that looking at their partner through a negative lens colors everything
negative. Marriage myth: “Once I label my partner immature, uncaring, stupid,
unfaithful, a jerk, or flakey, nothing can convince me otherwise.”
Wave-Particle Duality. Classical physics says light can’t be both particles and
waves, and yet it is. When two people who commit for life, exchange vows, share a
bed, budget, and kids they launch an Individual-Couple Duality. A couple can’t be
both two individuals and one relationship, and yet they are. Marriage myth: “We
can be independent, autonomous, and individual people while easily maintaining
our ‘we’.” Or, “We can be emotionally enmeshed, fused at the hip, and co-dependent
while easily maintaining our ‘I.’”
Visible light. Ultraviolet waves and infrared waves are invisible to the naked eye.
Add dark matter, dark energy, and black holes and no wonder it is said 95% of the
universe is unseen. Marital myth: “Beauty is in the eye of the beer holder.”
Homeostasis. In biology homeostasis is the way the body automatically regulates
varying needs for oxygen, acidity, and temperature. These variables are maintained
at optimal levels according to time of day, season, age, etc. Quantum couples
achieve homeostasis by regulating their varying and changing needs for closeness,
separation, passion, etc. Marriage myth: “The warm fuzzy feelings we have during
the early months of our relationship will last forever.”
Subjectivity. In biology the sense of touch is primed by prior states. When your left
hand is in ice and your right hand is in hot water, they'll both register different
temperatures when you dunk them both into a bucket of room temperature water.
In quantum relationships two people bring two different prior states into the home.
This is the basis for disagreements about spending, clutter, noise, anger, parenting,
leisure activities, and a million other differences. Marriage myth: “My way of doing
things is the only way of doing things and if you loved me you’d do things my way.”
Sympathetic vibrations. Tiny bones in our ears pick up vibrations and translate
them into sound. Damage to those bones makes us deaf. Hypersensitivity in those
bones gives us a constant ringing, tinnitus. Our emotional radar picks up our
partner’s vibrations and we translate them into action. Damage to that radar makes
us emotionally deaf. Hypersensitivity in our radar gives us a constant fear, worry,
and absorbing another’s emotions. Marriage myth: “I can’t adjust my emotional
radar at will. I’m either deaf to or barraged by my partner’s emotional state.”
Bonding. In chemistry bonding occurs between atoms forming a new compound.
Change one atom and you change the compound. In quantum relationships bonding
occurs when two people connect and form a new partnership. Change one spouse
and you change the relationship. Marriage myth: “I don’t like our relationship, I
don’t want to change, so I expect my spouse to change!”
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Radiation: Scientists were shocked when negative electrodes emitted bizarre
emanations called “cathode rays.” Quantum couples are not shocked when negative
spouses emit bizarre emanations called anger. Marriage myth: “If you ever express
anger again I will key your car, throw out your golf clubs, and put sugar in your gas
tank!”
X-rays. Beams of light can pass through solid matter unimpeded. Quantum
couples let harsh words pass through them unimpeded. They allow their partner to
say what they need to say without fear of retaliation or reaction. Marriage myth: “I
can not be impervious to any insult, real or imagined! I must put up walls,
withdraw emotionally, and get in the last word!”
Formulas. Chemists concoct formulas for compounds, economists concoct formulas
for estimating unemployment rates, and mathematicians concoct formulas to
calculate mortality rates. Quantum couples realize the only formulas that work are
baby formulas. Marital myth: “I want to know the root of my mate’s problems, the
silver bullet for conflict resolution, and the three keys to a successful marriage.”
Feelings. If left to our unaided senses we’d never know the earth is moving a
thousand miles per hour. It doesn’t feel windy! But when we let logic and
experiments and math influence our thinking we arrive at surprising conclusions
that are counter-intuitive but true. A quantum couple will not ignore their feelings,
but neither will they let feelings reign. Marriage myth: “I don’t feel loved therefore
you don’t love me.”
Chaos theory. Human understanding is limited so we’ll never know all the factors
that cause random stuff to happen. There may be laws that govern the flight of
birds, patterns of ice crystals, shattered glass, or traffic fatalities but we don’t know
them. Marital myth: “It’s a mystery why I lose weight and my partner gains, I get
sober and my partner starts drinking, I buy more Christmas presents and my
partner buys less, and the more forgetful partner gets the more I gotta remember
stuff.”
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Illustrations from Toys, Tools, and Scientific Apparatus
Old sci-fi movies include in the laboratory one of these electrical
devices with jumping sparks. Disconnect only one wire and the
sparks stop. All relationships include conflicts with jumping
sparks. The quantum couple knows it only takes one partner to
disconnect and the sparks will stop. Marriage myth: “I’m not going
to back down! My partner must disengage, ask forgiveness, and
admit their error. Never give up! Never surrender!”
Jacob’s Ladder

A balance scale hangs motionless until one side is bumped, then
the whole thing wobbles. In a family everyone functions in
predictable ways until one person makes a change, which happens
hourly if not sooner. Then the whole system is wobbly. Marriage
myth: “When I wobble the family reacts because they’re weird.
When my family wobbles and I react it’s because they’re mean.”
Balance Scale

Magnets contain force fields that attract and repel other
magnets. Relationships contain forces that attract and repel
other people. If your partner is no longer drawn to you, develop
again that magnetic personality that first drew them into your
magnetic field. If your partner is repelled by you, identify and
eliminate the forces in you that drive them away. If you're as
Magnets
magnetic as ever and your partner has lost interest they've
morphed from metal to balsa wood, so figure out what attracts
wood. If you attract only jerks it may be time for a personality
make-over. Marriage myth: “We repel each other but I won’t budge. My partner
must do all the changing so we are attracted to each other again.”

Optical Devices
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In optics small things in a magnifying glass look big, things
in the opposite end of a telescope look small. Before
marriage there is merit at looking at your partner's flaws
under a magnifying glass. After marriage there is merit in
looking at your partner’s flaws through the opposite end of
a telescope. Marriage myth: “After we’re married I’ll have a
license to scrutinize my partner’s every flaw.”
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Periodic Table

The periodic table charts every chemical on earth according
to atomic weight, number of electrons, and chemical
properties. The couple who practices natural family
planning will chart cycles, fertility quotients, and periods.
Preferably not a wall chart. Marriage myth: “PMS stands for
packing my suitcase!”

This whacky device rotates and wobbles in unpredictable ways.
Physicists and mathematicians measure the dynamic
movement of two swinging pendulums with differential
equations but the results often look chaotic. In a perfect
relationship the movement of two intelligent, independent,
mature, and entirely rational adults can be measured with
Double Pendulum
differential equations. But since no such couple exists the
results often look chaotic. Marriage myth: “I can swing and
wobble and act and react and ricochet and bounce off the walls
and jump to conclusions without it affecting my partner. It’s their job to stabilize
things while I live my normal chaotic life.”

Optical Illusions

Teflon
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With all our knowledge of optical illusions, not to mention
computer generated images, counterfeit money, quack science
claims, and cognitive distortions, you’d think we’d be more
skeptical about our certainties. Scientists are wary by nature
and won’t grant a hypothesis credibility until it’s been
thoroughly tested in peer review journals. Quantum couples
are also wary about their interpretations, feelings, and points
of view. Marriage myth: “Curiosity be damned! I know what I
know and you disagree with me to your peril!”

The inventors of Teflon not only gave us ways to cook without
stuff sticking to the bottom of a pan. They also gave marriage
therapists a cool illustration! Quantum couples let their
partner’s frenzy, fright, or flight roll off them like Teflon.
They show concern of course but they don’t let their partner’s
emotions bowl them over. They practice the art of saying,
“I’m sorry you feel this way.” Marriage myth: “When I’m cold
I’ll make you wear a sweater, when you are agitated I will
force you to calm down, when I’m agitated I expect you to
calm me down.”
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A single zipper is comprised of two different binding devices. The
quantum couple knows a single relationship is comprised of two
different people. Marriage myth: ‘There is no room for differences in
this marriage. You must think, eat, exercise, spend, parent, and
believe like me. Being one means being the same!”
Zipper

Inspired by the clingy hooks on thistles, scientists
invented a sticky imitation, Velcro. Push the two halves
of a Velcro strip together and voila! They stick like magic!
Some couples let their partner’s every thoughtless word,
action, purchase, decision, or opinion stick like Velcro.
Marriage myth: “I can cling to my bitterness and my
partner will like it!”
Velcro

Tsunami

Candle Flame

The Quantum Couple

Drop a pebble in a still pond and get a tiny ripple. Drop a
bolder in a still pond and get a giant wave. Drop a tiny
pebble in a still pond and get a tsunami! That’s an over
reactive couple. Marriage myth: “If you don’t look at me
longingly across the vegetable aisle in the grocery store that
means you don’t care, you don’t love me, you’re having an
affair, and I think I’ll kill myself.”

Light a candle in broad daylight and the increased
lumens are negligible. We hardly see the difference. Light
that same candle in a dark room the whole place lights up.
When a quantum couple faithfully practices kindness,
generosity, and love a little flame of anger is hardly
noticeable. But when a couple is enveloped by the
darkness of unmet needs, unkind words, and unpleasant
arguments a little anger lights up the whole room.
Marriage myth: “This marriage is so dark I look like a
flame thrower!”
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One of the reasons the Scientific Revolution took off is the
agreements everyone made in measurement. Time, weight,
distances, and colors all took on common definitions,
common yard sticks. In marriage we each have our own
yardstick to evaluate reality. But our yard sticks differ. We
come from different families of origin, different
temperaments, different values and passions. A quantum
couple will recognize this and acknowledge there are
subjective, personal points of view at work. Marriage myth:
“If you don’t tick like I tick you’re a heretic!”

Yardstick

What goes up must come down. Every married person wants to
be “up.” But relying on our partners to prop us up gets
exhausting for them and creates dependency in us. Marriage
myth: “It’s my partner’s job to make me feel good 24/7. When I
don’t feel loved, cherished, or fulfilled I panic because I don’t
know how to make myself happy.”

Teeter totter

Tractor Pull

Inertia means an object will stay at rest until a greater
force moves it. When a tractor pulls weights from a
dead stop the first inch in the hardest. When a couple
seeks counseling making that first phone call is the
hardest. Marital inertia means a couple will stay in
uncomfortable tension until a blow up, affair, or a call
to an attorney moves one of them to take action.
Marriage myth: “I can fix my partner on my own!”

Neuroscientists divide the brain into different
components. Most of us know our brains are capable
of embracing competing goals, conflicting desires,
and different parts. Think impulse purchase and
buyer’s remorse. Quantum couples are adept at
recognizing the changing nature of their own and
their partner’s desires, values, and regrets. Marriage
myth: “My partner said something once when drunk
and I will hold them to it until their dying day.”
Brain diagram
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As erratic as marriage sounds, all is not chaos. With well
defined goals, passions, likes, dislikes, values, and
ambitions the quantum couple will orient themselves
toward common goals. And if their goals differ each party
fosters in their mate the fulfillment of their dreams,
personal accomplishments, and individual growth.
Marriage myth: “If my partner doesn’t share my goals then
I’ll either forfeit my goals or demand my partner adopt my
goals for the sake of unity. I can’t stand differences!”
Compass Needle

Drawing on an Etch-a-Sketch by yourself is hard enough.
But put a husband on one dial and a wife on the other. Then
ask them to move the curser from one corner to the opposite
corner in a straight line. Watch the fun begin! Quantum
couples know doing this exercise takes team work, give and
take, and cooperation. Marital myth: “When I zig left and
you zag right you don’t respect me, you don’t care about me,
and you don’t love me.”
Etch-A-Sketch

Thermometer

Quantum couples know that the quality of their
relationship determines what happens in the bedroom
more than what happens in the bedroom determines the
quality of the relationship. They know sex is a
thermometer that measures the quality of the relationship.
Marital myth, “Sex is the thermostat of our relationship.
Let’s get new techniques, adjust the frequency, and watch
stuff that’ll spice up sex and that’ll fix our relationship.”

The conservation of energy means the total energy of a system
cannot change. Decrease the internal volume of this toy by
squeezing it and the volume gets rearranged: it’s eyes and ears
pop out. Quantum couples realize their capacity for conflict,
closeness, and chaos is constant; the problems just pop out at
different times and in different places. Marital myth: “If we
resolve one problem we’ll never have another problem again.”
Squeeze Toy
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When a sight, sound, smell, word, or action sets off
memories of a prior unpleasant event, trauma, or danger,
our autonomic nervous system kicks in and gives us a jolt
of adrenaline. Quantum couples know their partner’s
triggers and does not pull them. They also know how to
respond if their own triggers are pulled. Marital myth: “I
never met a trigger I could say no to.”
Trigger

If the power goes out in your house during a storm your wind up
alarm clock could care less. It operates on springs independent of
electricity. Alarm clocks are impervious to circumstances. They feel
about storms what ducks feel about rain, what runners feel about
shadows, or what quantum couples feel about conflict. Marital myth:
“I am inextricably wired to my partner and their every action
demands from me a swift and decisive reaction.”
Wind up Alarm
Clock

Rather than focusing on a partner’s bad habits, the
quantum couple asks, “Why aren’t those bad habits worse?”
In other words, instead of fretting over ways to help your
partner be less OCD, less anxious, less addicted, or less lazy,
they ask, “What is currently keeping you from making those
bad habits worse? What internal governor are you exercising
that prevents you from engaging in your undesired behavior
more than you do? Whatever it is, keep it up!” Marital myth:
“I’m mad that my partner smokes a pack a day. I don’t care
why they’re not smoking two!”

Centrifugal Governor

One of the greatest stressors in marriage is lack of trust.
Quantum couples know that in order to get trust they must
give trust, even to those unwilling to reciprocate, but with hope
that trust will eventually be given. Marital myth: “I hold the
keys to trust in this relationship. You must earn trust with no
guarantee I’ll give it.”

Materials Stress Tester
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Illustrations from Scientific Laws and Scientists
Confirmation bias. This is the temptation scientists feel to embrace spurious
evidence that supports their theory while rejecting counter evidence. In marriage
this is the temptation suspicious partners feel when they collect evidence that their
partner is cheating, Marriage myth: "I didn’t find any long hairs on your shirt so
you must be seeing a bald woman."
Doctors. Scientists earn PhDs in the hard sciences—biology, chemistry, and
physics. Psychologists earn PhDs in the soft sciences—psychology, sociology, and
theology. Quantum couples discriminate when shopping for a counselor knowing
just because a therapist is called doctor doesn’t mean he or she will be right for
them. Marriage myth: “I get my coaching from Dr. Phil, Dr. Laura, Dr. Ruth, Dr.
Suess, Dr. Pepper, and Dr. Who.”
Testing a hypothesis. Scientists cook up theories and then try to falsify them to
validate their truthfulness. Non quantum couples cook up tests to trap their
partners in ways that reinforce their suspicions.
Spouse A: "Why didn't you answer your phone?"
Spouse B: "It didn't ring."
Spouse A: "When your phone doesn't ring it's me!"
Second law of thermodynamics: This law states that things go from organized to
chaos. The second law of human dynamics states that just when you think
predictable patterns are being developed—rules, chores, budgets, routines,
bedtimes—chaos will ensue. Marriage myth: “I can put this relationship on auto
pilot and let nature take its course. I don’t need to attend to my partner’s needs.”
Action at a distance. When Einstein2 first heard about Niels Bohr’s weird world
of quantum mechanics he called it, “Spooky action at a distance.” Non quantized
couples believe their partners are voice activated so they shout at them from the
other end of the house, “Were you born in a barn?!” “Answer the phone!” “Let the
dog out!” “Did you check all the doors?!” “What’s this charge on the credit card!”
“What’s for lunch?!” Marriage myth: “My partner appreciates my yelling.”
Paradigm shift: When a long standing scientific principle—flat earth, orbiting sun,
Newtonian mechanics—is replaced by newer and more accurate principles—round
earth, orbiting earth, Einstein's relativity—we call that a paradigm shift. When a
long standing pattern of behavior is replaced by a newer pattern in a marriage we
call that a relational shift. Marriage myth: "If you really loved me you'd be happy
when I track your spending, cell phone use, and computer history."
2

See Appendix 2 for Einstein’s Rules for Marriage
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Uncertainty principle. In subatomic physics it's impossible to measure both the
location and the velocity of an atom. In quantum relationships it’s impossible to
measure both the cost, frequency, intensity, or clutter that will ensue from new
hobbies, house remodels, or redecorating. Marriage myth: “I bought this yacht
without telling you so we can build happy family memories.”
Rocket Science. Quantum couples know relationships take work but it’s not
rocket science. Nor is it brain surgery. Nor is it rocket surgery. Marriage myth:
“Instant gratification in marriage takes too long.”
Nanosecond. This is the amount of time that elapses between pulling a trigger and
a bullet exploding. The quantum couple knows that extending the time between an
anger trigger and an emotional explosion from one nanosecond to two is good. Three
is better. Four is even better. And so forth. Marriage myth: “The quicker I explode
the safer I’ll be.”
Punctuated equilibrium. In evolutionary biology species will exhibit little change
for long periods of history called stasis. Then rare and rapid changes occur resulting
in transformation. Quantum couples recognize that relationships can exhibit long
periods of sexual abstinence and then transformation. They know the frequency of
sex isn’t as important as matching mismatched sexual desire. Marital myth: “My
resolution for mismatched sexual desire is equality, so we have sex every other day.
The day we have sex I’m happy. The day we don’t have sex my partner is happy. Or
at least she should be.”
Systems. When scientists arrange complex relationships into a predictable network
of patterns that interact they call them a system: digestive system, solar system,
nervous system, etc. When counselors arrange complex roles, relationships, and
emotional ties into predictable patterns they call it a family system. Marriage myth:
“Baggage? What baggage? I don’t have no baggage!”
Inquiry. Scientists are curious and look for causal connections between phenomena.
Quantum couples avoid blaming and instead are curious and look for their
contributions in the action-reaction phenomenon. Marriage myth: “You make me
angry! You make me drink! You make me cheat!”
Grand theory. Einstein sought but failed to find the Great Unified Field Theory,
the one equation that would link atoms, planets, math, and gravity. Counselors
seek but have failed to find the Great Unified Field Theory of relationships. There is
no one solution that fits all family problems. Marriage myth: “Two sessions with
that counselor and we’re still not fixed. We’re outta here!”
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Metaphysics. Where do laws of physics come from? Why are postulates postulates?
Who put the bang in the big bang? Answers to these questions can't be found by
looking through a microscope. They're answered by philosophy, theology, and
religion. Where do our partner's behaviors come from? Why are dysfunctions no fun?
Why are relationships so damn hard? Answers to these questions can’t be found by
reading People Magazine, Facebook, or celebrity Tweets. Marriage myth: “When I
make good choices it’s because I’m smart. When I make bad choices it’s because I
was stressed, out of time, and irritated by my boss, kids, and partner. When my
partner makes good choices it’s a fluke. When they make bad choices it’s because
they’re stupid.”
Gravity. “Water flows down hill,” so the saying goes. In like manner, quantum
couples recognize the human tendency to act selfishly, speak thoughtlessly, and
neglect paying attention to their mate. Marital myth: “I can’t help it if I’m angry,
irrational, and fickle. It’s an unchangeable feature of my genes, my ethnic heritage,
and my gender.”
Tides. “A rising tide lifts all boats,” so the saying goes. In like manner, positive
sentiment in a relationship lifts all spirits. The quantum marriage partner knows
giving their partner the benefit of the doubt primes their partner to do the same.
Marital myth: “I am entitled to negativity; it doesn’t hurt anyone. My partner’s
negativity is a sign of their dysfunction; it pisses me off.”
Growth. Scientists adjust their theories in light of new information. Quantum
couples adjust their theories in light of new information. Marriage myth: “I don’t
care that your dog died, lost your job, and got a speeding ticket. You looked at that
waitperson longingly and I won’t stand for it!”
Phenomena. Phenomena plus measurement equals laws. Phenomena plus
reasoning equals causes. Phenomena plus scientific analogies equals a quantum
couple.
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Appendix 1: Anger and Heat Compared
He lit my fuse.
She's a hot head.
She makes my blood boil.
I was in the heat of passion.
She exploded.
Tempers flared.
She's like a volcano.
He's red faced.
Stay cool!
Chill out!
He burns me up.
My wroth is kindling.
We had a heated argument.
I'm steamed!
She burns me up!
Don't push his hot button.
I'm fuming!
She's venting!
There are 'degrees' of anger.
His anger is caustic.
Inflammatory remarks.
Boiling mad.
Lit a match.
Don’t blow up.
Simmer down!
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Appendix 2: Dr. Einstein’s Rules of Marriage
Walter Isaacson’s wonderful biography called Einstein: His Life and Universe
includes this bit of marital advice. In 1914, Einstein's marriage to his first wife
Mileva Maric was deteriorating and, unlike the quantum couples we’ve described in
this book, he thought he’d fix things by making a list of rules. It didn’t work. She
divorced him shortly thereafter.
“Conditions:
You will make sure:
that my clothes and laundry are kept in good order.
that I will receive my three meals regularly in my room.
that my bedroom and study are kept neat, and especially that my desk is left
for my use only.
You will renounce all personal relations with me insofar as they are not completely
necessary for social reasons. Specifically, you will forego:
My sitting at home with you.
my going out or traveling with you.
You will obey the following points in your relations with me:
you will not expect any intimacy from me, nor will you reproach me in any
way.
you will stop talking to me if I request it.
you will leave my bedroom or study immediately without protest if I request it.
You will undertake not to belittle me in front of our children, either through words or
behavior.”
The moral of the story? The next time your spouse says, “Brilliant, Einstein,” don’t
take it as a compliment.
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resolution. He practices in Bellingham, Washington. His hobbies include writing,
cartooning, and helping couples understand that a failure to grasp anti-matter and
dark matter doesn’t really matter. But getting along with one’s partner does.
He invites couples to put on their white lab coats, fire up their energy particle
accelerators (everyone has a super collider, right?), and enter the wild and wooly
world of quantum mechanics, nuclear physics, and human relationships!
Research marriage bonds! See marriage is a laboratory! Split the atom!
Or at least pick up your socks.
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